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Abstract.
In order for interactive learning environments to enrich and individualize the communication with learners, they use learner models, which can be seen as explicit representations in the system of some characteristics of that particular learner.

These explicit learner models are created during the interaction with the learner and based on the actions performed by him or her. The created content of the model will then influence the interaction to be established with that same learner. So, on the one hand, these models are created based on the knowledge interchange between the system and the learner; and, on the other hand, the knowledge interchange between the two may depend on the content of that model. This makes learner modeling a very dynamic process.

This dynamic feature of learner models is explored in this document by analyzing the mechanisms of change in learner models and its relation with the behavior of the learner. We define two types of changes: system and learner changes. Finally we describe some characteristics of a system that can cope with the described changes. This system uses a module that keeps the justifications of all the facts in the learner model, used to perform the defined changes.

1 Introduction
Learner models can be seen as an explicit representation in the system of some characteristics of a particular learner, which will enable the system to adapt the knowledge communication to that particular learner.

Although the work on learner models has had a considerable increase both in research and commercial terms, the dynamics of such models is still a problem to be tackled in this area. Although mentioned in several recent papers only a few have really addressed this problem. For instance, in [1] is said that:

"Keeping track of changes in the cognitive state of a student means in the first place to model skill and knowledge acquisition, i.e. changes of a relatively permanent and global nature."

The biggest problem in dealing with changes in learner models is that those changes are not monotonic in essence, because they rely on uncertain facts, and because learners also change their minds.

As Kono et al. stress in [6]:

[...] Student Modeling methods should be able to automatically manage the consistency of student answers in order to follow student's mind. However, there are very few attempts to formulate the nonmonotonicity of the student modeling process [11] [5].

But why is the treatment of nonmonotonicity in learner models so difficult? There are many reasons, such as:

- some facts in the learner model are inferred from the behavior of the learner, so they are not certain. If a contradiction occurs, they may or may not need to be removed or changed;
- some facts in the model were derived from other facts which may change. If that happens, the ones that depend on them may or may not need to be removed (propagation of change);
- learners change their minds during the knowledge interchange. The system has to detect when the learner changes his mind and represent the change, distinguishing it from a mere slip;
- learners may answer in an inconsistent way to the questions, and maintain that inconsistency. What should be maintained in the model in this case? How can we distinguish an inconsistency from a change of mind?

This document is organized as follows: a description of the changes in learner models will be made first; two types of changes will be distinguished and discussed. Finally a description of a system which copes with the changes described will be made.

2 Changes in the Learner Models
A learner modeling system is a system responsible for creating and maintaining the models of the learners. Normally, a learner modeling system is the component of an Intelligent Tutoring System, or of an Interactive Learning Environment, which is responsible for acquiring the model, making inferences based on the behavior of the agent, generate information for the model, diagnose the learner’s mistakes, and keep the model consistent and adequate. As far as changes are concerned, a learner modeling system has to perform two types of changes in the models:

- System Changes - are changes that have to be performed because the acquisition process is uncertain and some of the acquired facts may be incorrect.
- Learner Changes - these changes have to be performed and explicitly represented to follow the process of changing of the learner.

The system changes (also treated by Kono et al [6] [7]) are modifications in the model caused by inconsistent reasoning of the system itself. For instance, if a learner says that "the Moon keeps the same face turned towards the Earth", the system may infer that the learner knows as well that "the period of revolution of the Moon is 27 days".
However, when that learner says that the period of revolution is 29
days, the system has to revise the contradiction created.

On the other hand, learner changes are changes in the learner
behavior that need to be kept or even simulated in the model. For
example the learner says that "the new Moon occurs when the Earth
makes a shadow on the Moon", and after an intervention by the system
and realising that "the lunar eclipse occurs when the Earth makes a
shadow on the Moon", the learner revises his former belief.

In both cases, the changes (nonmonotonic ones) occur when a
contradiction is detected in the model. If the contradiction is a sys-
tem contradiction, then a system change has to be performed. If the
contradiction is a learner contradiction, then the system has to act
according to the contradiction, and its elimination will only be possible
when the learner himself removes it. The actions of the system, when
the learner has a contradiction, have to be driven towards the aim of
eliminating that contradiction, and therefore changing the learner’s
behavior. To do so, the system itself has to be able to predict the
changes that a learner may or may not make because of that con-
tradiction. So, in Learner Modelling Systems, learner contradictions
will be detected and learner changes will hopefully occur after that
detection. System contradictions, on the other hand, will be detected
and immediately resolved.

For instance, in the following dialogue the learner believes that "a
new Moon occurs when the Earth makes a shadow in the Moon", and
he also believes that "a lunar eclipse occurs when the Earth makes a
shadow in the Moon". When he realises that both the "lunar eclipse"
and the "new Moon" have the same definition, he realises that he has
a contradiction because he doesn’t believe that "the new Moon and
the lunar eclipse" are the same thing.

In order for the system to create a model that is effective in situa-
tions like this, the learner changes have to be known and predicted, so
that the appropriate interventions can be made by the learning system
during the interaction. In this case, if the system is able to predict that
a change will occur if the question Q8-P2 is performed, it will be able
to effectively promote conceptual change in the learners.

1. SkyLab(Q3)> The Moon keeps the same face turned towards the
Earth?
2. P1> The same face? No.
3. P1> It’s a rotating satellite, right? It rotates around its own axis,
so it can’t actually have the same face towards the Earth.
4. SkyLab(Q6)> The New Moon occurs when the Earth makes a
shadow on the Moon?
5. P1> Well...
6. P2> The New Moon is when you see only a line, isn’t it.
7. P1> Yes, that’s right, that’s right. Ah that’s interesting.
8. P2> What causes a new Moon?
9. P1> That’s a different phenomenon... But I don’t know. Yes, you
might be right, its YES. It’s when it makes a shadow.
(later)...
10. SkyLab(Q8)> A Lunar eclipse occurs when the Earth makes a
shadow on the Moon.
11. P1> Yes.
12. P2> So, what’s the difference between the New Moon and the
Lunar Eclipse?
13. P1> Ah, a Lunar Eclipse I understand it to be, is when the Earth
comes between Moon and the Sun, totally. Whereas this one (the
Q6)... Basically, this (Q6) is wrong. The New Moon occurs when
the Earth makes a shadow on the Moon: its incorrect. Now that we
think about it.
14. P2> What is causing it...
15. P1> Because, the light is coming from one side and it is rotating.

Dialogue 1

In summary, for a system to be effective in creating models of the
learners with the aim of promoting conceptual change, both types of
changes have to be taken into account.

3 System Changes

The System Changes occur because the acquisition is not certain. If
a learner uses the formula "f=ma" the system can infer that he knows
it and that he also knows that the increase of force will increase the
acceleration. If that is proven to be wrong, the system has to change
the inferences drawn. In our theory we will propose the following
system changes.

Expansion A system expansion is an operation in the model of the
learner where a new fact is added to the model. If the new fact is de-

erived from other facts, the system will also keep the justification for

the new fact. In the case of Dialogue 1 if the model of the learner is:

LM1 = \{B1(Satellite(Moon)), 
B1(Satellite(X) → ¬Planet(X)), 
B1(¬Planet(Moon))\}

when the learner P1 answers question 3 an expansion of the model is
made with the following beliefs:

B1(Rotating(Moon, Earth)&Satellite(Moon))
→ ¬SameFace(Moon, Earth))
and B1 ¬SameFace(Moon, Earth)

When an expansion of the model is executed the "reasons" why
that expansion occurred must also be kept so that the revision of
such beliefs can be made later on.

Update When a fact has to be changed in the model without checking
the consistency, it is said that the system performed an updating
operation. The update is a simple change of one fact for another,
such as a characteristic of the learner.

Revision The Revision process occurs when a system inconsistency
has been detected. The revision process is made such that most of
the model is kept.

Continuing the previous example (LM1), if the learner says that
Planet(Moon), the model has to be revised, because the system
inferred B1 ¬Planet(Moon) assuming that the learner knew that
B1(Satellite(X) → ¬Planet(X)), which is not the case. So, 
B1 ¬Planet(Moon) and B1(Satellite(X) → ¬Planet(X))
will have to be eliminated from the model and B1 Planet(Moon)
included in the model.

Expansions and updates do not create many computational diffi-

culties to a learner modeling system, but revisions bring some extra

4 The dialogue presented is established between two persons (P1 and P2)
collaborating to answer the system’s (SkyLab) questions.

5 These changes are named accordingly to the Alchourron, Makinson and
Gardenfors theory [2] [3].
tasks to be performed. In order for the system to revise the facts in the model, it has to keep track of all the justifications for all the facts included in such a model and consequently it needs an extra component to maintain those justifications. For instance, in our case, to perform the described changes, we used a system, AMMS, which keeps the justifications for each fact in the model of the learner. This system accepts justifications for the beliefs, which will be nodes in the dependency network kept by the AMMS.

In fact, all the systems that cope with revisions in learner models have some kind of Reason Maintenance system included (see [6] [5] [8]).

However, apart from keeping the justifications of the facts in the model, the learner modeling system has to decide how to revise the model as well. It has to decide which facts to keep in the model, and which ones to eliminate. This choice is based on rationality criterion which depend on the "confidence" the system has on the facts in the learner model. The revision process is made according to the most "trustable" justifications. This notion of trust is based on the confidence the modeling systems have in the process of generating the beliefs to be included in the model. In Murray’s work, for instance, this confidence is based on endorsements [8].

4 Learner Changes

Whereas a system contradiction is automatically followed by a revision, a learner contradiction is reported in the model, which will change when the learner changes himself. The learner however can change his beliefs in many different ways.

What we propose here is a theory describing possible conceptual changes made by the learners. However, the learner changes have the following characteristics:

- they are not simple to detect;
- they can be misinterpreted as modeling contradictions;
- they must be represented in the model;
- if a learner change is included in the model, the model should change;
- there can be more than one change, associated with the same learner behavior;
- they represent the "learning" process of the learner.

So, the system has to treat a "learner change" as a special kind of fact to be included in the model. Its inclusion will generate the change of the model itself.

The simplest solution for describing learner changes would be to say that the learner can acquire knowledge (L-expansion) and that the learner can forget knowledge (L-contraction). These two learner changes can be enough to explain the behavior of learners in some systems. However, this is not always the case, and learners revise their beliefs, remember facts they knew or keep inconsistencies, etc. In our theory we identified three types of learner changes (which have to be dealt with differently in computational terms): the basic changes (L-expansion, L-revision, L-contraction); the structure changes (L-compartmentalisation and L-agglomeration); and the usage changes (L-activation and L-acceptance) [9].

The structure changes are used to describe situations where the learner keeps more than one set of beliefs (with contexts) to hold inconsistencies. L-compartmentalisation transforms a set of beliefs into two or more sets in order to keep the inconsistency. The idea is to represent situations where two viewpoints bring two inconsistent results. L-agglomeration transforms two or more sets of beliefs into one maximal consistent set.

The usage changes are used to explain time limited use of beliefs, and the distinction between long term and short term memory. L-activation and L-acceptance change the state of a belief from passive to active and from active to passive respectively. Whereas L-activation represents the situation where a belief is used and becomes active, L-acceptance represents the situation when an active belief is accepted and kept to be used later.

Finally one must stress the utility of representing learner changes in learner models by mentioning some processes that the learner modeling system may perform with the learner changes:

- Perform the learner changes;
- When a learner changes his behavior, the change will be stored in the model, and subsequent alterations will happen. This will allow the learner modeling system to describe in terms of the changes the "learning" process of each particular learner.
- Simulate the learner changes;
- The learning system may want to simulate the learning process of the learner, by simulating some changes;
- Diagnose learner changes;
- The system has to determine what changes may or may not have occurred based on the learner’s behavior;
- Predict learner changes;
- The system has to predict a possible change by the learner, based on the learning system interventions.

5 The TAGUS and Changes in Learner Models

The TAGUS (Theory and Application of General User Modeling Systems) is a project developed in order to test some techniques of learner modeling. It provides a language for describing learner models and respective acquisition procedures. In TAGUS a learner model is defined by having the following sets: a set representing the learner beliefs, B.L.; a set representing the learner’s reasoning rules, R.L.; a set representing some tactics followed by the learner while solving problems, C.L.; a set representing some of the reflection activities, R.E.L.; a set representing the actions performed by the learner, A.C.T.; a set representing some characteristics of the learner, C.H.A.R.; a set representing the changes performed by the learner, C.H.A.G and a set of contexts C.

The beliefs B.L., reasoners R.L., monitors C.L., reflectors R.E.L [10] and the changes C.H.A.G represent the system’s beliefs about the actual knowledge of the learner, his capability to solve problems in the appropriate domain and the learner’s learning performance during the interaction. The observable behavior of the learner is kept by A.C.T.

The TAGUS system (named after the project) is able to create, acquire and maintain this type of learner model. Its architecture is represented in Figure 1.

We can see TAGUS as an independent Learner Modeling System which interacts with an application (an Interactive Learning Environment or an Intelligent Tutoring System) providing a set of functionalities to create and maintain learner models. These functions provided by TAGUS were built as the core of the system (Core Maintenance System).

The learner engages in a dialogue (an interaction) with the application and the latter provides the details of that interaction to TAGUS. TAGUS has three main parts: the model of the learner with the characteristics described (the C.M.), the acquisition module and the maintenance module. The acquisition module is used to create hypotheses to explain the behavior of the learner. Within the acquisition
module, several components can be found in accordance with several strategies of acquisition: the stereotype based module; the diagnostic module; the implicit acquisition module and the explicit acquisition module. For each hypothesis generated into the learner model by the acquisition module, a justification for that generation is kept by the AMMS (the reason maintenance module). It is the AMMS that keeps the justifications for all facts stored on the model. When a contradiction (system or learner) is found, the AMMS gives the set of environments (set of causes) that support that contradiction. The modeling system will decide if it is a system inconsistency or a learner inconsistency. This decision is made by the use of a trust function on the facts in the model. The trust of a system in a fact in the model depends on how that fact was acquired, and on which rules were used to support that fact. If a fact in the model was a simple guess, then the system’s trust on it is very low, which means that it will be more easily discarded.

If it is a system contradiction, the AMMS will find a new labeling for the network of justifications so that the learner model will become consistent. If it’s a learner contradiction, its causes (environment) will be reported to the application, which will create an intervention according to the contradiction. Meanwhile that contradiction is kept in the model. Posterior actions by the learner which involve a change by the learner will trigger the elimination of the learner’s inconsistency in the model (see example in Figure 2).

TAGUS also provides an interface to a user (user 2 in Figure 1) who can make direct manipulations in the model of the learner, perform changes in it and simulate the learner’s possible behavior in terms of the components of the model.

In Figure 2 the previously presented dialogue is used to illustrate the changes in the learner model (L2) kept by the system.

In the example “expand” is a core maintenance function which performs a change operation (system change) in the learner model. The other operations (revision and update) are also used in the same way.

Finally, TAGUS is implemented using Prolog and Gödel [4] programming languages. Gödel was used to take advantage of the meta-programming facilities in the reasoning system. Prolog was used in conjunction with Gödel in order to provide an interface to a user.

6 Conclusions

Although until recently changes in learner models have been more or less ignored, many reasons can be given in favor of such an analysis: for example, the adequacy of feedback to the learner’s behavior will be greatly changed and improved and the learner’s learning process can be simulated and expressed in these changes.

The main goal of this work is to treat explicitly the changes in learner models in order to have information about the learner’s learning performance. That information in the learner model will help to promote conceptual change during the interaction of a learner with a learning environment.

To do that, we first analyzed the problem of the dynamics of learner models. Two types of changes were identified: learner changes and system changes. These two types of changes were characterized, and a system described which copes with these changes in learner models.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialogue</th>
<th>Learner Model</th>
<th>Changes (operations on the model)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The Moon...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon))</td>
<td>expand(~ SameFace(Moon,Earth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The same face...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth)}</td>
<td>expand( Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Its a rotating sat...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth)}</td>
<td>expand( Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The New ...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Well...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. That’s a ...Yes.</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. A Lunar Eclipse...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. So, what is the...</td>
<td>LM={Bl Satellite(Moon), Bl Satellite (X) -&gt; ~ Planet(X), Bl ~ Planet(Moon), Bl ~SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth) &amp; Satellite(Moon) -&gt; ~ SameFace(Moon,Earth), Bl Rotating(Moon,Earth), (a) Bl Causes(NewMoon,ShadowEarth), (b) Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth), (c) Bl Different(NewMoon, Eclipse), Bl inconsistency( (a), (b), (c))</td>
<td>expand( Bl Causes(Eclipse,ShadowEarth))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** An illustration of some learner model changes in TAGUS